Who We Are

Your 1st Choice for Smart Testing Solutions.

Founded in 1997, Professional Quality Assurance Ltd. (PQA) is Canada’s leading independent solutions provider of quality assurance and software testing services through a team of over 100 professionals.

What We Do

Functional Testing Solutions
Test Automation, Frameworks & Harnesses
Performance & Load Testing
Content Verification
Consulting & Management Services

FEATURED ARTICLE

PQA @ 18

Check out our Resources section for all of the latest available downloads.

Build your career with PQA Testing!

We are always looking for qualified passionate testing professionals. If you are interested in joining our team, email us your resume and cover letter.

PQA Testing In Your Area

Better Software Conference West
Mike Trites of PQA Testing will be presenting "Making Numbers Count - Metrics That Matter" at Better Software Conference West in Las Vegas, NV June 7-12. In this session, Mike Trites will identify a number of ways that metrics can be used to measure progress during a test cycle and, ultimately, to determine when testing should be considered complete. For more information, visit our website.

STARCANADA 2015

Come to Vancouver, BC, June 21-25 to see PQA Testing’s Christin Wiedemann and Richard Lu present "If You Could Turn Back Time: Teaching New Testers" at STARCANADA! Richard and Christin will share their experiences of starting to work as software testers with no prior experience in testing, and discuss ideas for how senior testers can keep junior testers engaged and encouraged to learn and step up in their roles. They will give suggestions that are easy to implement, such as explaining the company culture, encouraging relationship building, emphasizing communication, discussing the objective and value of testing, and will talk about the different meanings of quality. For more information, visit our website.

yvrTesting June Session With Michelle Tondi

yvrTesting and PQA Testing are excited to put on a very special summer edition of yvrTesting in parallel to the STARCANADA Conference. yvrTesting will be hosting a session with Michelle Tondi, an outspoken test advocate from Colorado whose most recent contributions have been to well known organizations such as MapQuest and Prototest, and Pearson eCollege. yvrTesting will also be hosting a unique after burner session for STARCANADA attendees and local testers alike where we can come together and talk testing over refreshments at a downtown Vancouver establishment. Both events will take the evening of June 24th. For more information, visit our website.

Agile Development Conference West

Visit Las Vegas, Nevada in June and go to Agile Development Conference West June 7-12! Discover the latest in agile methods, technologies, tools and leadership principles from thought leaders who deliver inspiring keynotes, in-depth tutorials and a wide range of conference sessions, including a few surrounding agile testing. For more information, visit our website.